Creating an economic & social
transfer of value from your
skilled team to our Sisters
Australian women starting businesses to
achieve financial independence

When women are given skills, connections
and support they so often miss out on, there is no
stopping them. They break down barriers, force change
and move us all on. They start-up and grow businesses,
lift up communities, and make the economy a more equal,
more inclusive place. All these women need, is the same
backing given to everyone else.

Your backing
will create an
immediate, tangible
impact directly
with Sisters

Global Sisters exists to enable women to be financially resilient and stand tall. We provide a genuine alternative for
women who are unable to participate in mainstream employment or are in low-paid insecure jobs. By removing the
structural and circumstantial barriers they commonly face, we make self employment a viable option.
Sisters face many barriers and challenges...and these have only been amplified by COVID-19. Our current Sisters are
pivoting their businesses to survive the economic impacts of the pandemic and with increasing unemployment, Global
Sisters is seeing exponential growth in new Sisters wanting Global Sisters support.

A key part of that support is matching Sisters with the right expert support, at the right time

How your company can make a difference, and how Global Sisters can support you
Individuals or teams can make a difference remotely and digitally by skilled volunteering to our Sisters through:

Momentum
Coaching

Digital
Working Bee

What you do

What you do

Skills you need

Skills you need

Help our Sisters build momentum in their business
by becoming a Momentum Coach. These are digital
sessions that help Sisters stay on track and overcome
mindset barriers. It’s a commitment of 6 fortnightly
sessions (across a term) of ½ hour each.

Momentum Coaches need general business skills and
an encouraging, confidence building manner. Think of
it as a professional cheerleader!

One day per month, your team or individuals can
volunteer to do short, discrete pieces of work directly
with Sisters. This could be creating a marketing flyer,
writing brand copy, designing a logo, setting up an online
payment system. This will help our Sisters overcome blocks
to making initial sales and starting to grow their business.
Digital Working Bee volunteers are typically skilled in
branding, design, marketing & communications, website &
digital presence/sales capability and accounting/finance.

To become a coach sign up here

How will this help your organisation, right now?
We know that some companies are flooded with work
and some are trying to keep their businesses afloat, and
almost all company’s teams are working from home.
There is a unique opportunity here to engage your team
with something that creates positive change during this
challenging time. Staff are looking to work at companies

that create good during COVID-19 and this is one way
that your team, whilst working at home, can make a real
difference. We don’t offer a “paint a shed” CSR program
but rather engage your team in something that they are
experts in, and can do from the comfort of their home
(or office when they are re-opened).

Achieve your purpose driven goals, join us in working towards achieving multiple
SDG’s as well as your ESG’s.

Global sisters are currently working towards these 8 SDGs

How your company can get involved
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Register your expression
of interest on
bit.ly/backherbrilliance

Tell us the time and/or
resources you have available
to back our Sisters

Get onboarded as an official
Global Sisters backer and
matched to our SisterTribe

Contact us

lisab@globalsisters.org
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www.globalsisters.org

